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With more than 20 million copies sold in 41 languages and more than 88 countries worldwide, DK

Eyewitness has been the most trusted series in reference publishing for more then three decades.

Visually engaging, informative, and lively, the more than 100 titles in the Eyewitness series focus on

subjects that complement students' personal interests and areas of study to make learning simple

and fun.  The most trusted nonfiction series for teachers, librarians, and parents Perfect for

homework help Combination of pictures and text make the series perfect for reluctant readers and

ESL students
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My son loves prehistoric animals and we thought this would be a great factual book for him.It

focuses on a lot of general prehistoric era facts and not necessarily on the animals themselves.We

returned this book because it is great for older kids (8 plus years old).Generally, it has been difficult

finding factual prehistoric books for the 4-6 age range.

Prehistory spans a time of billions of years. Prehistoric life spans a time of hundreds of millions of

years. This book is less than 70 pages long. How can you possibly fit hundreds of millions of years

of content into so few pages? It is a good beginner book for kids, but, anyones quest for prehistoric



knowledge should not end here.

My daughter loves these series of books!!!!She asks for them as gifts and rewards!!!!Love all the

variety of topics!!!

Since I told at previously, books like this suit very well in children or teenagers, although the quality

of illustrations are superb.

This book is a good overview of the history of life on earth. There are a lot of great pictures in the

book.Some parents may want to be aware the book presents earth's material from an evolutionary

perspective. Although I personally do not think that the scientific case for biological evolution has

been definitive proven, I use this book as a supplement to our homeschool curriculum to expose my

kids to the basic ideas of evolution. I want them to respect this perspective and not lampoon it. And

this book is a great way to introduce kids to the foundational ideas. Parents who do hold an

evolutionary perspective will probably appreciate the book for the same reason.My only slight

criticism of this book is that the book gives minimal discussion to the multiple extinction and

replacement events that have happened throughout the history of the earth. This is an intriguing

issue of earth's history which very few textbooks give any discussion to.My other criticism is that the

book doesn't clearly differentiate between modern humans and hominids, their differing behaviors

and culture. But, again, this isn't unusual. Many science textbooks don't seem to make this

differentiation either.

This is great for my future paleontologist 8 year old great grandson!

More about fossils than about the actual animals. Not what I was hoping for. Somewhat

disorganized structure to the book.
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